
Minutes of Meeting 

 

Championship Kart Racing Inc. 

Annual General Meeting 

10-Feb-2018 

 

In Attendance: 

Jared Meade, Davis Israel, Ryan Lowther, Murray Teed, Gord Murray, Fraser Murray, Aaron Kennedy, 

Reed Kennedy, Kelsey Hann, Steve Musson, Ryan Musson, Yuanyi Tau, Reg LeBlanc, Melanie Gosselin, 

Richie Nauss, Marie Caseley, David Meade, Isaac Teed, Blair, Kants, Chris Lawlor, James Montgomery, 

Poncie Rose, Paul Brien, Ben Lawlor, Dave Lawlor, Matt Camenzuli, Jacques LeBlanc, Colin Hitchcock, 

Paul Mifsud, Wyatt Myfsud, Alan Davidson, Alex Davisdon, Susan Davidson. 

 

-Ryan Lowther opens the meeting by welcoming the attendees and noting the great attendance. Ryan 

reports on the 2017 season by speaking to the high caliber of safe, clean and talented racing that 

happened all year. 

-Ryan explains that 2017 resulted in many considerations of how the club executive will function 

in the future. After many discussions and considering all options, the executive has decided to 

recommend that control of the club be handed over to East Coast Karting. 

-Gerald Caseley introduces himself to the attendees as the Manager of East Coast Karting and 

explains that he has decided to keep Championship Kart Racing Association Inc active as a legal 

entity so in the future when he steps away from the sport, the club will still exist and another 

person can easily take the role over. Gerald then invites Ryan Lowther, as the out-going 

President, to conduct elections for the 2018 club executive. 

 

-Ryan Lowther notes he is stepping down as President, thus calls for nominations for President. 

 -Alan Davidson nominates Gerald Caseley, Seconded by Paul Brien 

 -After 2 more calls for nominations, there are no more nominations. 

 -Gerald Caseley assumes the position of President by acclimation. 

 

-Ryan Lowther notes that David Israel has stepped down as Vice President, thus calls for nominations for 

Vice President. 

 -Reg leBlanc nominates Ritchie Nauss, Seconded by Marie Caseley 

-After 2 more calls for nominations, there are no more nominations. 

 -Ritchie Nauss assumes the position of Vice President by acclimation. 

 

-Ryan Lowther notes that Murray Teed has offered to stay on as Treasurer, calls for nominations for 

Treasurer. 

 -After 3 calls for nominations, there are no more nominations. 

 -Murray Teed assumes the position of Treasurer by acclimation. 

 



-Ryan Lowther notes that Jared Meade has offered to stay on as Secretary, calls for nominations for 

Secretary. 

 -After 3 calls for nominations, there are no more nominations. 

 -Jared Meade assumes the position of Secretary by acclimation. 

 

-Gerald Caseley notes that club membership is due on March 15th to avoid late fees. Forms are available 

on the club website and hard-copies are available at this meeting. 

-Gerald notes that Colin Hitchcock is staying on as Race Stewart, David Meade is staying on as Tech 

Director. Ritchie Nauss and Justin Gosselin will work together as Head Flagger and Race Director. 

-Gerald thanks Blair Kants for building a new website and notes the new communication group on 

Facebook. Gerald asks members to refrain from discussing too much in that group, it is primarily 

designed for the executive to push information out to the members. There are a lot of people in the 

group. If everyone begins discussing in that group, important information will be lost and notifications 

will become overwhelming. 

-Gerald notes that the race registration form is no longer going to share space with the tech form. 

Online registration is to be completed via the website prior to race day (this is a mandatory process for 

CKRA members) race day fees can be sent by e-transfer. Non-member drivers will be excused and can 

register at the track on race day. Upon arrival at the track, it is the team’s responsibility to pick up and 

complete a tech form and pass the form into the Tech Director prior to the first race. 

-Gerry explains the race day format: 1 Practice, 5 heat races, 1 Final 

 -Heat 1 starting grid: Reverse of previous week’s Final finish order 

 -Heat 2 starting grid: Reverse of Heat 1 finish order 

 -Heat 3 starting grid: Reverse of Heat 2 finish order 

 -Heat 4 starting grid: Heat 3 finish order 

 -Heat 5 starting grid: Heat 4 finish order 

 -Final starting grid: Heat 5 finish order 

 -Gate opens at 7:00AM, Practice starts at 8:00, Drivers Meeting at 8:45, Heat 1 at 9:00 

-The CKRA Club Championship will consist of 10 points race days, each driver’s 8 best race days count 

towards the final standings. 

-Gerald notes that there will be a pre-season and post season endurance race using the East Coast 

Karting Sodi rental karts, these races could potentially qualify a team to take part in the Sodi World 

Endurance Championship. 

 

-Gerald lays out the plans for the 2018 Maritime Championship weekend. The event will take place on 

June 23/24th, PSL’s Quebec team is bringing its hauler and many drivers, expect several Quebec drivers. 

This race also counts as Race #4 in the CKRA Club Championship. 

 -Reed Kennedy asks how points will be awarded towards the CKRA Championship. 

-Gerald answers that drivers will be paid points exactly according to where they finish, non-

members will not be removed from the standings for the purpose of calculating CKRA points. 

 

-Gerald notes that he is operating a Sodi rental league on Saturday night and the winning driver will be 

invited to participate in the following day’s CKRA race. East Coast Karting will be supplying all the 



equipment to the driver, but the driver will still pay entry fees. Gerald hopes this will be a gateway to 

gaining new members. 

 

-Gerald notes that PSL Moncton is assembling a travelling team that will operate separately from the 

main PSL Quebec team, openings are available (including one-off trips), please speak to Gerald if 

interested. 

 

-Gerald explains that his position on race day is as the “complaints department”, he is not an official.  If 

he sees someone giving one of his officials any difficulty, they will be removed from the site.  Gerald asks 

members to bring concerns to him, and let him deal with his officials. 

 

-Gerald notes that medical coverage is arranged but this will be our final year under our current 

arrangement, members are encouraged to follow any leads, or inform Gerald, on potential medical 

coverage for the future. 

 

-Gerald explains that he wants to grow the club’s social media footprint and asks members to please 

leave online reviews and recommendations for the club, particularly on google. 

-Our new website has a “meet our members” page, Blair Kants plans to feature a different club 

member (not necessary just drivers) every week. Members are asked to submit a few photos 

and a short write-up so Blair can update the site every week with fresh information.  Blair 

displays the website and the first “meet our members” page as an example of the format. 

 

-Gerald informs members that he is no longer renting transponders. The track is also considering 

purchasing a new timing system, considering the system used by SKUSA. For an example of what this 

system can do, check the SKUSA site, more details to follow. 

 

-Murray Teed gives a financial report of 2017. The club had a $1200 surplus and has $9000 in the bank 

(mostly in the form of GIC’s). Murray would like ideas of what can be done with the money. 

-Poncie Rose suggests upgrades to our medical equipment, better first-aid equipment or an 

AED. 

-Gerald notes that the track owns a large first responders kit, but the suggestion can be looked 

at, and a AED is viable.   

 

-Gerald notes that the age requirements for classing have changed, it is based on a licensing system. 

License levels are based on drivers age, but transition points of when a driver can move from one class 

to another have been re-worded.   

 

-The meeting breaks for lunch and the new classing age rule is displayed on a projector to be reviewed. 

 

-Gerald notes that Shell has sponsored the club which has lead to a new rule: Every team must run shell 

fuel to be proven by presenting a receipt for a fuel purchase from any Shell station in Atlantic Canada 

dated on Friday/Saturday/Sunday of the race weekend, this will be randomly checked as a tech item. 



-The membership is asked to bring forward any new business. 

 

-Reed Kennedy asks is the track will be raced in both directions in 2018. 

 -Gerald answers yes. 

 -Reed asks what measures will be in place to prevent a repeat of “last years incident” 

-Secretary’s note: Reed is referring to an incident late in the 2017 season where a kart 

entered the track in the wrong direction during practice resulting in a head-on collision. 

Both karts were significantly damaged, both drivers were unhurt. 

-Gerald explains that he has put thought into this incident and has considered always running pit 

road in the correct direction, relative to track traffic, during practice.  When racing, gridding will 

always take place at the bottom of pit road because that is nearest to the timing system, the 

timing officials, the main flagger and the race director. The grid will then make a u-turn onto the 

track when racing the track in the clockwise direction. But during practice, Gerald is considering 

running pit road up hill, relative to the track direction. 

-Murray Teed suggests a greater barrier to track entry controlled the grid marshal, to 

force drivers to stop, think and look before entering the track. 

-David Meade suggests a large sign with an arrow that is at driver’s eye level in a 

location that can’t be missed or even positioned in a way that it will be seen and 

impedes a driver from entering in the wrong direction. 

-Reed Kennedy notes that the driver who joined in the wrong direction did so during his second 

practice session of the day. Having already been on the track once, he should have known the 

correct direction, why was a penalty not applied? 

-Gerald answers that the driver left the track immediately after the incident and has not 

been in attendance since. 

-Aaron Kennedy notes that it is a driver’s responsibility to visually survey the track (including 

over the shoulder) prior to joining the track. 

 

-David Israel asks how the Saturday night Sodi league race will affect racers access to the track to 

practice. 

-Gerald answers that Saturday night will be very busy and the track will not be available to 

racers, Saturday morning is a better option. 

 

-Reed Kennedy asks what the practice fees will be in 2018. 

 -Gerald answers, the same as last year. 

 

-Ryan Lowther moves to adjourn the meeting, seconded by Gerald Caseley. 

-Meeting adjourned 

 

 

 

 

Minutes prepared by CKRA secretary: Jared Meade 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


